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Abstract Modern information retrieval systems use several levels of caching
to speedup computation by exploiting frequent, recent or costly data used in
the past. Previous studies show that the use of caching techniques is crucial
in search engines, as it helps reducing query response times and processing
workloads on search servers. In this work we propose and evaluate a static
cache that acts simultaneously as list and intersection cache, offering a more
efficient way of handling cache space. We also use a query resolution strategy
that takes advantage of the existence of this cache to reorder the query execution sequence. In addition, we propose effective strategies to select the term
pairs that should populate the cache. We also represent the data in cache in
both raw and compressed forms and evaluate the differences between them
using different configurations of cache sizes. The results show that the proposed Integrated Cache outperforms the standard posting lists cache in most
of the cases, taking advantage not only of the intersection cache but the query
resolution strategy too.
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1 Introduction
Modern large-scale information retrieval systems such as Web Search Engines
(WSE) exploit sophisticated techniques for efficiency and scalability purposes:
they crawl and index tens of billions of documents (thus managing a huge
inverted index file) and must answer queries in fast (in a few hundred milliseconds) to satisfy users’ expectations.
It is known that the main contributions to the cost of a query are processing
time (Ccpu ) and disk access times (Cdisk ); if many parallel machines cooperate
to answer the query, a communication cost (Ccomm ) must be also considered.
Ccpu involves decompressing the posting lists, computing the query-document
similarity scores and determining the top-k documents that form the final answer set. In most cases a conjunctive semantic is considered because intersections produce shorter lists than unions, which leads to smaller query latencies
[Cambazoglu et al (2010)] and higher precision levels. On the other hand, Cdisk
involves fetching from hard disk the posting lists (usually compressed) of all
the query terms. Finally, Ccomm involves moving data and synchronization
messages between different nodes in the system through the network.
Usually, the architecture of a WSE is formed by a front-end node called
broker and by a large number of machines (search nodes organized in a cluster
that process queries in parallel [Barroso et al (2003)].
Each search node holds only a fraction of the document collection and
maintains a local inverted index that is used to obtain a high query throughput. Given a cluster of p search nodes and a collection of C documents and
assuming that these are evenly distributed among the nodes, each one maintains an index with information related to only C/p documents. Besides, to
achieve the strong performance requirements, WSE usually implement different optimization techniques such as posting list compression [Zhang et al
(2008)], list pruning [Macdonald et al (2011)], results prefetching [Jonassen
et al (2012)] and caching [Baeza-Yates et al (2007)]. In these cases, caching is
one of the most important and crucial tools to achieve fast response times and
to increase query throughput.
The main goal of a cache is to speedup computation by allowing fast access
to a suitably chosen (frequent, recently used or costly) set of data. The typical
architecture of a search engine involves different cache levels (Figure 1): caching
involves both query result pages (Result Cache) at the broker level and the
posting lists of terms that appear in the queries (List Cache) at search node
level. The first level tries to minimize re-computation of results for queries that
appeared in the past, thus also reducing the workload of back-end servers. The
latter attempts at reducing the amount of disk fetch operations, which are very
expensive compared to CPU processing times. If a list is found in cache, then
disk cost is avoided.
Another approach is Intersection Caching that requires caching portions
of a query (e.g., pairs of terms), as initially proposed in [Long and Suel (2005)]
and extended in [Ding et al (2011)]. The idea in this case is to exploit term
co-occurrence patterns, e.g., by keeping the intersection of the postings lists
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Fig. 1: Search Engine Architecture considered in this work

of frequently co-occurring pairs of terms in the memory of the search node, in
order to not only save disk access time, but CPU time too.
In the case of industry-scale web search engines, the entire inverted index
is usually stored in main memory [Dean (2009)]. Under this configuration, the
List Cache becomes useless but the Intersection Cache is still useful [Feuerstein and Tolosa (2014)] because it allows to save CPU time (i.e. the cost of
intersecting two posting lists). For more general cases such as medium-scale
systems, only a fraction of the index is maintained in memory while the remaining fraction is stored in secondary storage (i.e. HDD of SDD). In this
cases, effective caching architectures becomes essential to mitigate disk latencies, so List and Intersection Caches are both helpful to reduce disk access and
processing time. We consider this scenario in our work.
All types of caches (query results, posting lists, intersections), may be managed using static or dynamic policies, or both. In the static case, the cache
is filled with items previously selected from a training set and its content remains unaltered until the next update. In the dynamic case, the cache content
changes in an online fashion with respect to the query stream, as new entries
may be inserted and existing entries may be evicted. Section 2 summarizes
some work related to ours.
As we mentioned earlier, list and intersection caches are implemented at
search node level. Usually, these are independent and try to give benefits from
two different perspectives. The List Cache achieves a greater hit rate because
the frequency of individual terms is higher than that of pairs of terms, but
each hit in the later entails a higher benefit because the posting lists of two or
more terms are involved and also some computation is avoided.
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Based on the observation that many terms co-occur frequently in different
queries our motivation is to build a cache that may capture the benefits of
both approaches in just one cache (instead of two). To this aim, we adapt
a data structure previously proposed by Lam et al. [Lam et al (2009)]. The
original idea is to merge the entries of two frequently co-occurring terms to
form a single entry to store the inverted files more compactly. We adapt this
structure to a static cache in which the pair of terms (bigram) selected offer
a good balance between hit rate and benefit, leading to an improvement in
the total cost of solving a query. We investigate different ways of choosing and
combining the terms. However, as queries submitted to a search engine have
significantly varying costs in terms of several aspects (e.g., CPU processing
time, disk access time, etc.) and the frequency of the query is not an indicator
of its cost we consider cost-aware caching strategies [Cao and Irani (1997)]
[Young (1998)] which provide further gains, as shown in [Ozcan et al (2011)]
and [Feuerstein and Tolosa (2013)]. Roughly, cost-aware caching selects the
item to be evicted taking into account the costs of each intersection. The
approach is based on the observation that cache misses do not have the same
cost and caching policies that only consider frequency of the items may not
always lead to optimum performance.
Although this approach already reduces the size of the resulting data structure, compressing the inverted index (namely, each of its posting lists) is a crucial tool used to improve query throughput and fast response times in WSEs.
Data is usually kept in compressed form in memory (or disk) leading to a reduction in its size that would typically be about 3 to 8 times, depending on index structure, stored information and compression method. Usually, document
identifiers, frequency information and positions are stored separately and can
be compressed independently, even with different methods. These techniques
have been studied in depth in the literature [Witten et al (1999)], [Manning
et al (2008)], [Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto (2011)]. Among the compression methods for posting lists we mention the classical Elias [Elias (2006)] and
Golomb [Golomb (1966)] encoding and the more recent ones Simple9 [Anh and
Moffat (2005)], and PForDelta [Zukowski et al (2006)] encodings. In this work,
we also evaluated the compressed version of our proposal using the state-of-the
art PForDelta method which improves the tradeoff between compression ratio
and decompression speed.

1.1 Our Contribution
This paper includes and extends our preliminary work [Tolosa et al (2014)],
where we introduced the Integrated Cache, a static cache that resides at search
nodes and replaces both list and intersection caches in a single memory space.
To this aim, we use a particular data structure that makes an efficient use
of memory space. Moreover, we design a specific cache management strategy
that avoids the duplication of cached terms and we adapt a query resolution
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strategy that tries to maximize the hit ratio, introduced in [Feuerstein and
Tolosa (2014)].
We also consider different strategies to populate the integrated cache and
we propose three strategies that consider both frequency of term co-occurrence
and postings list size. Furthermore, we propose a novel strategy that relies on
casting the problem of selecting term pairs as a maximum weighted matching,
a well-known combinatorial optimization problem.
We evaluate the proposed framework against a competitive list caching
policy using two real web crawls with different characteristics and a well known
query log over a simulation framework. Rather than hit ratio, we consider as
a performance metric the overall time needed by the different strategies to
process all queries. Experimental evidence shows that substantial savings are
possible using the proposed approach.
We boost our Integrated Caching framework with a compressed version,
and we extend the evaluation comparing this new framework against list
caching. Some structural characteristics of the input imply that compression
methods yield lower compression ratios in this application. However, the evaluation shows that compression introduces savings that are still highly useful
to reduce the overall processing time.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in the next section,
we review related work. In Section 3, we provide some background about
query processing and related data structures along with a description of the
datasets used in the analysis and experiments. In Section 4 Integrated Cache
is presented; methods for selecting the items to be placed in the cache are
discussed in Section 5. The subsequent section is devoted to the experimental
setup and the experimental results are summarized in Section 7. Finally, we
introduce the conclusions of our work in Section 8 followed by future work.

2 Related Work
There is a large body of work devoted to caching in text search systems. In
the sequel we summarize the work more relevant to our proposal.

2.1 Posting Lists Caching
In [Baeza-Yates et al (2007)] Baeza et al. analyze the problem of simply caching
posting lists (combined with results caching) that achieves higher hit rates than
simply caching query results. They also propose an algorithm called Qtf Df
ratios.
that selects the terms to put in cache according to their f requency(t)
size(t)
The most important observation is that the static Qtf Df algorithm has a
better hit rate than all dynamic versions. They also present a framework for
the analysis of the trade-off between caching query results and caching posting
lists and simulate different architectures both in LAN and WAN environments.
Inverted index compression and list caching techniques are explored in [Zhang
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et al (2008)]: several inverted list compression algorithms and caching policies
are compared. Namely [Zhang et al (2008)] compares LFU, LRU, Optimized
Landlord, Multi-Queue, ARC.

2.2 Results Caching
Markatos (2001)] is the first paper introducing result caching. Based on the
analysis of a query log and the amount of locality observed, the author proposes
to consider both frequency and recency in the policy and proposes LRU-2S
(two stages LRU) that tries to capture both variables. In 2006, Fagni et al.
[Fagni et al (2006)] propose SDC (Static and Dynamic Cache) to handle both
long term popular queries and shorter query bursts in smaller periods of time.
SDC divides the cache space in two parts: a static one that is filled (offline)
with the results of the most frequent queries (computed on the basis of a query
log), and a dynamic part that is managed with LRU.
Gan and Suel [Gan and Suel (2009)] study the problem of weighted result
caching based on the observation that most previous work focuses only on
optimizing the hit ratio while the processing costs of queries vary according
to lists’ sizes, terms’ popularities, and so on. They propose weighted versions
of LFU, LRU and SDC policies and a Landlord strategy [Young (1998)]. The
main result is the study of the weighted case with the goal of optimizing
the processing cost. In [Ozcan et al (2011)], cost aware strategies for result
caching are extensively evaluated. Authors observe that cache misses have
different costs, and popularity-aware caching policies can not always minimize
the total savings. To overcome this limitation, they propose to incorporate the
query costs into the caching policies and evaluate them in both static, dynamic
and hybrid cases.

2.3 Multilevel Caching
Saraiva et al. propose a two-level caching scheme that combines caching of
search results with the caching of frequently accessed postings lists [Saraiva
et al (2001)]. Subsequently, Long and Suel extend the idea to caching intersections of pairs of terms that are often co-used [Long and Suel (2005)]:
they introduce a three-level caching architecture for a web search engine (results+intersections+posting lists). The cache is disk-based (about 20% of the
total index space) and the main idea is to save processing cost for high cooccurrent pairs of terms. They apply a greedy algorithm to select which items
to store in cache, and then evaluate a landlord-based policy. In a more recent work, Ozcan et al. [Ozcan et al (2012)] introduce a 5-level static caching
architecture.
Further studies regarding cost-aware intersection caching are presented in
[Feuerstein and Tolosa (2013)] and [Feuerstein and Tolosa (2014)]. Basically,
these works focus on two different scenarios: with the inverted index residing
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on disk and in main memory. The authors also propose and evaluate different
query resolution strategies specially designed to take advantage of the Intersection Cache and explore both static, dynamic and hybrid policies.
2.4 Posting List Compression
Efficient access to the lists data structure is a key aspect for a search system,
mainly when the index resides in hard disk. Many compression techniques
have been developed and evaluated to deal with long lists of integers that
represent the document identifiers and complementary information associated
with each term. For example, classic techniques such us Variable-Byte Encoding [Williams and Zobel (1999)] and Simple 9 [Anh and Moffat (2005)] or
PForDelta [Zukowski et al (2006)] and its optimized versions are commonly
used.
In [Zhang et al (2008)] the authors explore the combination of inverted
index compression and list caching to improve search efficiency. They compare
several inverted list compression algorithms and list caching policies separately
and finally study the benefits of combining both, exploring how this benefit
depends on hardware parameters (i.e. disk transfer rate and CPU speed).
In [Catena et al (2014)] the authors analyze the performance of modern
integer compression schemes across different types of posting information (document identifiers, frequencies and positions). They analyze the space and time
efficiency of the search engine compressing different types of posting information. They show that the simple Frame of Reference [Goldstein et al (1998)]
codec achieves the best query response times in all the cases, slightly outperforming PForDelta.
3 Preliminaries
In the sequel we provide the background about the data structures and algorithms used to solve a query in a distributed search system. We also provide
the details of the datasets used in the subsequent studies and the evaluation of
the proposed algorithms. In general, we consider a query q = {t1 , t2 , t3 , ..., tn }
as a set of terms
Tn that represents the users information need, expressed as the
intersection 1 `i , where `i corresponds to the posting list of term ti .
3.1 Background
Inverted Indexes: The main data structure used in information retrieval
systems is the inverted index. This data structure enables full-text indexing
and retrieval using free text queries and phrases [Zobel and Moffat (2006)].
Basically, it contains the set of all unique terms in the document collection
(vocabulary) associated to a set of entries that form a posting list. Each entry
represents the occurrence of a term t within a document d. Usually, a posting
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is composed by a document identifier (DocID) and a payload that is used
to store information about the occurrence of t within d (frequency, positions,
etc.). Each posting list is sorted in increasing order of DocID or score according
to different solving strategies. As we observed, the inverted index is usually
stored in compressed form.
Gap encoding (DGap) is used when the lists are sorted by DocID, [Witten
et al (1999)]. This basically works as follows: the first document identifier is
represented as it is, whereas the remaining identifiers are represented as the difference with the previous one. For instance: let `i = {22, 28, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 67},
its DGap’ed version becomes `0i = {22, 6, 20, 1, 1, 1, 1, 5}. This representation
is particularly useful because the compression methods benefit from sequences
of small integers because they may be represented more compactly (i.e., using short codes). Often, inverted lists are logically divided into blocks (i.e.
128 DGaps each) and skip lists are used [Melink et al (2001)] to speed up
its traversal when searching for a particular DocID. This enables the decompression of only those blocks that are relevant to a particular search. There
is a considerable body of literature on index construction ([Baeza-Yates and
Ribeiro-Neto (2011), Witten et al (1999), Zobel and Moffat (2006)]).
Query Processing: The processing of queries in a distributed search system
as shown in Figure 1 is usually done as follows [Cambazoglu et al (2010)]. First
the broker machine receives the queries and looks for it in its result cache; if
the result is found the answer is immediately returned to the user with no
extra computational cost; otherwise, the query is sent to the search nodes
in the cluster where a distributed version of the inverted index resides. Each
search node fetches the posting lists of the query terms (from disk or cache),
orders them in ascending order of their lengths, executes the intersection of the
lists and finally ranks the resulting set. After that, a list containing the top-k
document-identifiers is sent to the broker which merges it with the lists of other
nodes to obtain the final answer. Loading lists from disk is a time consuming
task that is critically important for the scalability of the system because of disk
accesses (partially affected by the size of the document collection). To mitigate
this situation different cache levels are used to reduce disk costs. This phase
is the focus of our work, where the proposed integrated cache may be used to
improve performance.
A second phase of the computational process consists typically of taking,
at the broker level, the top ranked answers to make the final result page. This
is composed of titles, snippets and URL information for each resulting item.
As the result page is typically made of 10 documents the cost of the processing
may be considered constant.
To solve a query there exist two main strategies, namely Term-at-a-time
(TAAT) and Document-at-a-time (DAAT) [Turtle and Flood (1995)]. In the
TAAT approach, the posting lists of the query terms are sequentially evaluated,
starting from the shortest to the longest one. On the other hand, in the DAAT
approach the posting lists are traversed in parallel for each document and
only the current k-th best candidates are maintained in memory. The Max
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Successor algorithm [Culpepper and Moffat (2007)] is an efficient strategy for
DAAT processing while the WAND strategy [Broder et al (2003)] is a dynamic
pruning approach that allows fast query processing for both conjunctive and
disjunctive queries.
However, the use of an Intersection Cache enables other possibilities such
as the S4 strategy introduced in [Feuerstein and Tolosa (2014)]. This basically
tests all the possible two-term combinations in the cache in order to maximize
the chance of a hit and rewrites the query according to this result. Concretely,
this strategy works as follows:
1. The query is first decomposed in all possible two-term combinations (or
intersections, Iij ).
2. All intersections Iij that are present in the cache are assigned to a candidateset, C.
3. C is sorted according to the size of the intersections, from shortest to
longest (C0).
4. A new query is built by picking first the intersections from C0.
5. The remaining terms (those that are not found in any cached intersection)
are added to the query.

Each time a query is evaluated we need to check n2 candidate pairs. However, the distribution of the number of terms in a query shows that 95% have
up to 5 terms, so the computational cost overhead incurred doing this (across
all the queries in the log) becomes negligible.
As an example consider the query q = {t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 } and suppose that
(t2 ∩ t3 ) , (t3 ∩ t4 ) are cached intersections. We set A ← (t2 ∩ t3 ) and B ←
(t3 ∩ t4 ) and rewrite the query as (A ∩ B) ∩ t1 which only needs to fetch and
intersect the posting list of t1 . It is shown that the S4 strategy allows a performance improvement up to 30% combining it with cost aware cache policies.
3.2 Datasets
We use real datasets of documents and queries to carry out the corresponding
analysis of compression performance, establish baselines, populate the cache
and evaluate our proposal. We select two different document collections with
different characteristics: the first one is a subset of a large crawl of the UK
web obtained by Yahoo! in 2005. The second collection is a crawl derived from
the Stanford WebBase Project1 [Hirai et al (2000)]. We select a rather recent
sample (March, 2013), bigger that the previous collection. In the following
we refer to these collections as UK and WB respectively. Table 1 summarizes
collection statistics.
We use the AOL Query Log [Pass et al (2006)] that contains around 20
million queries. All queries are processed using standard approaches: terms
are converted to lower case, stopwords are not eliminated and no stemming
algorithm is applied. Besides, we eliminate all queries that do not match the
1

http://dbpubs.stanford.edu:8091/testbed/doc2/WebBase/
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Dataset
UK
WB

Documents

Total Terms

Unique Terms

1,479,139
7,774,632

834,510,076
9,143,511,516

6,493,453
110,838,794

Size
GB
29.1
241.0

Index Size
GB
2.1
23.0

Table 1: Collection Statistics. “Size” corresponds to the uncompressed documents in
HTML format.

vocabulary of each document collection. From the resulting query-set we select a subset of 6M queries to compute statistics and around 2.7M queries as
the test set (AOL-1). Table 2 summarizes query-log statistics. Then, we filter
the file keeping only unique queries. This allows to isolate the effect of the
Result Cache simulating that it captures all query repetitions (in the case of
having a cache of infinite size), thus giving a lower bound on the performance
improvement due to our cache. This second test file is about 800K queries
(AOL-2).
Queries
Total
Unique
11,972,277 5,722,691

Pairs
Total
Unique
42,301,175 10,011,656

Table 2: Number of total and unique queries and pairs in the query log.

This dataset has the benefits of being publicly available (and widely used)
and corresponds to real user queries but the indexed collections do not belong
to the same data source. However, the UK collection is contemporary with
the query log (it was crawled in 2005 while the AOL Query log was released
in 2006). Besides, we try to improve the coherence between documents and
queries by eliminating all queries that do not match the vocabulary of each
document collection. This data setup is appropriate to assess efficiency (see
[Webber and Moffat (2005)].

4 Integrated Cache
In [Lam et al (2009)] the authors propose the paired data representation to
design an integrated cache that behaves as list and intersection cache at the
same time. The authors propose an index compression technique based on
pairing posting lists of frequently co-occurring terms obtaining a new paired list
in the inverted index, thus obtaining a compact representation that may reduce
query processing time. This data structure is introduced as a compression
technique for inverted indexes combined with Gamma Coding and Variable
Byte Coding [Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto (2011)] schemes.
Our main contribution is to extend the approach to an integrated cache
of both lists and intersections. We use the “Separated Union” (SU) [Lam
et al (2009)] representation to maintain an in-memory data structure, which
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replaces both the list and intersection caches. Regarding space savings, the
main idea is to keep in cache those pairs of terms that maximize the hit
ratio of the List Cache and the savings of the most valuable precomputed
intersections. We also avoid the repetition of single term lists when these can
be reconstructed using information held in previous entries. This leads to extra
space savings and a more efficient use of memory, at the expense of some extra
computational cost.
This caching scheme is particularly useful in the case of retrieval systems
that store only a fraction of the inverted index in main memory (according
to the available computing resources), leaving the remaining portion in secondary storage. Under this consideration, both List and Intersection Caches
are helpful to reduce disk access latencies and processing time, so we move
a step forward by combining them with the main goal of using the memory
space in a more efficient way. However, the success of the Integrated Cache
relies on good strategies to select and combine individual terms that help to
save memory space while using good terms (according to some metric, such as
their individual access frequency). The methods we propose to select the termpairs to populate the cache work under these considerations. We are going to
introduce them in short.

Keys (pairs of terms)

Integrated Lists

1

t1 , t2

→

2

t3 , t4

→

3

t1 , t5

→

Θ

4

t3 , t5

→

Θ

`1 − (`1

`3 − (`3

T

T

`2 )

(`3

T

T

`4 )

`4 − (`3

`4 )

`5 − (`1

Θ

`2 − (`1

T

T

`5 )

(`1

`2 )

(`1

(`3

T

T

T

`2 )

`4 )

`5 )

`5 )

Fig. 2: Data Structure used for the Integrated Cache.

Before presenting the details of the data structure we illustrate the idea
with an example. Figure 2 shows the SU data representation (entries 1 and 2)
and the improvements we propose (entries 3 and 4). Let’s assume `i represents
the inverted list of ti . Line 1 shows the entry forTterms t1 and t2 ; the line
contains the DocIDs for the first
T term only (`1 −(`1 `2 )), then the postings of
the second term only (`2 −(`1 `2 )), and, finally, the
Tlast area with the postings
common to both terms (i.e. the intersection (`1 `2 )). Line 2 is analogous
for terms t3 and t4 . Note that obtaining the posting list of any single term
requires an extra computational cost for merging lists of the entry; however
this is cheaper than loading it from disk.
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Line 3 shows the entry that contains a previously cached term, t1 , (that
already appears in the first intersection). To reduce the memory requirement
of the line we avoid the repetition of part of the postings; namely, we propose
to reconstruct the full posting list of t1 from the first entry and include in
the entry a redirection (Θ). All redirections are kept in a simple lookup table
whose structure consists of (ti → (pair)) and can be accessed in O(1) time
using a hash function. This table is created while filling the static cache during
the initialization step, using Algorithm 1. At running time, it is possible to
test the cache looking for a pair (ti , tj ) or a single term (ti ) using Algorithm
2. If we want to cache a single term, lets say t1 , the list is completely stored
in the first area and the remaining two are kept empty (t1 → |`1 |φ|φ|).
Algorithm 1: Insert item in cache
Input: IC : Integrated Cache, (t1 , t2 ): Key (pair of terms), L (posting lists), RT:
Redirection table
Output: IC: Integrated Cache, RT: Redirection table
pair ← (t1 , t2 )
IC{pair} ← L
if (!exists(RT , t1 )) then
RT {t1 } ← (pair)
end
if (!exists(RT , t2 )) then
RT {t2 } ← (pair)
end
return IC, RT ;

The proposed data structure replaces both the intersection and posting list
caches at the search node level. It is initially intended to support conjunctive
(AND) queries but it also enables the possibility of solving disjunctive queries
(OR) by simply joining the corresponding posting lists. For instance, to solve
the query q = {t1 , t2 , t3 } in disjunctive way (using the same data shown in
Figure 2) it is sufficient to join the lists of t1 and t2 (line 1) with the list of
t3 (line 2). Clearly, if one of the lists is not present in the cache, it must be
fetched from disk.
The query resolution strategy first decomposes the query in pairs of terms.
Each pair is checked in the Integrated Cache and the final resolution order is
given by first considering the pairs that are present in the cache and afterwards
intersecting them with the remaining ones. “Separate” terms (i.e. terms that
are not present in any pair in the cache) are also checked in the Integrated
Cache as a single term using the redirection table.
For example, given a query q = {t1 , t3 , t4 , t6 }, their corresponding posting
lists (`i ) and the configuration of the Intersection Cache as shown in Figure
2, the query is solved in the following way:
1. The pairs
are checked
in cache and the final resolution order becomes:
T
T
T
(((`3 `4 ) `1 ) `6T
).
2. The intersection (`3 `4 ) is recovered from cache.
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3. The posting list of t1 is recovered from the first entry of the cache using
the redirection table (working as a posting list cache).
4. The posting list of t6 is recovered from disk.

Algorithm 2: Test item in cache
Input: IC : Integrated Cache, RT : Redirection table, p: search pattern (p = (ti , tj )
when looking for an intersection or p = ti in the case of a single term)
Output: List r: The results list (if p is found in cache) or [ ] (otherwise)
r = [];
if (isPair(p)) then
if (found(IC, p)) then
T
r ← IC{p}[(`i `j )]
end
else
if (found(RT , p)) then
(tx , ty ) ← (RT {p})
if (p == tx ) then
T
T
S
r ← IC{(tx , ty )}[(`x \ (`x `y ))] IC{(tx , ty )}[(`x `y )]
else
T
S
T
r ← IC{(tx , ty )}[(`y \ (`x `y ))] IC{(tx , ty )}[(`x `y )]
end
end
end
return r;

Starting from (3), the corresponding list is intersected with the resulting
one of the previous step. In this example, t1Tincurs in the T
cost of joining the
contents of the first and third areas ((`1 −(`1 `2 )) and (`1 `2 ), respectively)
of the first entry in the integrated cache to reconstruct its full posting list.
Finally, only term t6 incurs in disk access cost.

4.1 Compressing the Integrated Cache
In the standard inverted index postings lists are represented separately while
in the Integrated Cache representation postings lists are paired2 in each entry.
This leads to some differences which affect the compression ratio when compressing the data structure. As we observed, DGap encoding is usually used
to represent posting lists because this compression techniques is effective in
compressing lists of relatively small integers.
In the case of the Integrated Cache the original sequence is modified as
shown in the following example. Let `i = {10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 18} and `j =
{11, 15, 21, 23} be the posting lists of terms ti and tj respectively. In the case of
2 The framework also supports the representation of three-term intersections at the expense of that structure of the integrated lists becomes more complex.
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an inverted index, the DGap’ed representation becomes: `0i = {10, 1, 1, 1, 2, 3}
and `0j = {11, 4, 6, 2} which are then compressed. However, the Integrated representation of a pair of terms (ti , tj ) is as follows:
(`i \ `j ) = {10, 12, 13, 18}
(`j T
\ `i ) = {21, 23}
(`i `j ) = {11, 15}
and its DGap’ed version (ti , tj )0 becomes:
(`i \ `j )0 = {10, 2, 1, 5}
(`j T
\ `i )0 = {21, 2}
(`i `j )0 = {11, 4}
The comparison of both representations shows that `0i and `0j can be better compressed using DGaps because these lists contain smaller values than
(ti , tj )0 .
In order to get a better understanding of this effect, we index the WB
dataset and compute the DGap distribution of both standard compressed posting lists and the integrated (also compressed) representation. In this analysis,
we fill up the Integrated Cache according to a competitive strategy used to
select useful pairs of terms (in the next section we describe this approach in
detail). Figure 3 plots the distribution of DGap values of both representations.
Both series of data follow a power-law distribution f (x) = Cx−β with parameter β = 1.34 and β = 2.17 for lists and integrated respectively. In the figure,
we can observe that DGap’ed lists have more runs of 1’s (and lower values)
than integrated ones.

Fig. 3: DGap value distributions for the Integrated and standard Posting Lists
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However, the performance comparison of the two proposals requires to
analyze the compression ratios in both cases. Let `i denote the posting list
of term ti and Iij an entry in the Integrated cache that represents the pair
x = (ti , tj ). Recall that this representation becomes:
T
T
T
Iij = `i − (`i `j ) ∪ `j − (`i `j ) ∪ (`i `j )
Then, we denote their compressed forms as C(`i ) and C(Iij ) respectively.
To compare the space used for each representation we use the ratio:
δx =

|C(Iij )|
|C(`i )| + |C(`j )|

(1)

When δx < 1, compressing the Integrated entry is more space-efficient
than compressing the posting lists separately. Otherwise, it uses more space
than the sum of both compressed lists. We should keep in mind that the
Integrated representation stores a precomputed intersection between the terms
that may be still highly useful to save computation time. It is quite clear
that
Tthe Integrated representation is more space-efficient when the intersection
(`i `j ) is bigger.
However, there is a drawback
when T
compressing Iij . The split of each list
T
`i in two pieces (`i − (`i `j )) and (`i `j ) separates sometimes consecutive
DocIDs, leading to shorter runs of 1’s in the DGap representation. As a result
of this split, C(Iij ) gets a lower compression ratio than (C(`i ) + C(`j )) in
some cases. Therefore, we analyze the δ ratio as a function of the size of the
“Intersection Size” (IS) ratio defined as:
T
|`i `j |
(2)
IS ij =
|`i | + |`j |
For each pair of terms in the dataset we compute both IS ij and δ ratios.
Figure 4 shows the results. Values of δx > 1 correspond to a worse compression
rate of the integrated representation with respect to the compression of the
separated lists. Looking in detail those values we find that 97% of them occur
when the IS ij ratio is smaller than 0.15. This means that when IS ij > 0.15,
the integrated representation is still more space-efficient than the compression
of the lists (`i and `j ). This observation shows that the size of the intersection
is a good criterion
T to select pairs of terms to insert into the Integrated cache
(the bigger `i `j > 0.15, the better).
We also compute the efficiency in the space usage for the Integrated Cache
with respect to the separated posting lists in both uncompressed and compressed representations. To this aim, we join the top-m posting lists in different
groups (where m grows in powers of 10) according to competitive strategies
(as we previously mentioned) and sum the length of the standard (separated)
posting lists (|`i + `j |) and the integrated representation (|Iij|) respectively.
Finally, we calculated the ratio between both. Table 3 shows the uncompressed
representations. The entries in the table show that the Integrated Cache makes
better use of the space (that decreases according to the downsizing of the IS ij
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ratio). The compressed versions of both representations show a similar behaviour (Table 4). However, the ratio is slightly worse in this case due to the
lower compression performance of the integrated representation (C(Iij )) as a
consequence of the DGap value distribution (described above). The performance of compressing individual lists is about 8.8% better (on average) than
the compression of the Integrated Cache.
# of entries
10
100
1.000
10.000
100.000

P

|`i | + |`j |
9.797.866
44.227.078
143.357.823
457.975.054
706.712.370

P

|Iij |
5.060.928
23.899.513
108.769.302
404.064.223
653.568.221

ratio
0.5165
0.5404
0.7587
0.8823
0.9248

Table 3: Sum of posting lists lengths for the uncompressed representation. For different
groups of the top-k lists we show the sum of the lengths of: a) individual lists, b) the
integrated representation and, c) the corresponding ratio.

# of entries
10
100
1.000
10.000
100.000

P

C|`i | + C|`j |
720.395
4.570.464
19.833.629
81.141.977
133.297.699

P

|C(Iij )|
409.170
2.685.710
16.817.892
77.938.818
129.155.629

ratio
0.5680
0.5876
0.8479
0.9605
0.9689

Table 4: Sum of posting lists lengths for the compressed representation. For different
groups of the top-k lists we show the sum of the lengths of: a) individual lists, b) the
integrated representation and, c) the corresponding ratio.

The implementation of the uncompressed version of the Integrated Cache
reserves eight bytes for each posting in the pure terms area (DocID and frequency uses four bytes each) while the intersection area requires twelve bytes
because it stores the frequencies of both terms. DocIDs and frequencies are
stored separately to favor the compression process. This allows us to select
different compression codecs for each type of data.
5 Selecting Term Pairs
In this section we describe different approaches used to select the pairs of terms
to fill up the cache. We propose a static posting list cache populated with those
lists that maximize a particular function. We consider the Qtf Df algorithm
[Baeza-Yates et al (2007)] that is one of the best algorithm for maximizing hit
rate and a variant of it in which each postings list is weighted according to
the f (ti ) × |`i | product. In this expression, f (ti ) is the raw frequency of term
ti in a query log training set and |`i | is the length of the posting list of term
ti in the reference collection. Hereafter, we refer to this metric as FxS.
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Fig. 4: Integrated cache compression performance: δx ratio scatter plot. x-axis in log scale
to get a clearer view.

We consider several strategies to select the “best” intersections (bigrams)
to keep in cache. According to the analysis introduced in the previous section
the “best” intersections to
T populate the cache are those that maximize the
size of the intersection `i `j . We also consider the FxS product that weight
each posting list in the baseline method.

5.1 Greedy Methods
We first consider a simple approach that orders posting lists according to their
FxS products (base list) and then merges lists by pairing together consecutive
term pairs as (1st , 2nd ), (3rd , 4th ), ..., ((n − 1)th , nth ). The construction time
of this method is O(n) because it requires a single scan through the list of
terms. We refer to this method as PfBT-seq. Note that this approach groups
terms considering their individual FxS products, that becomes a cost effective
approach, but it does not take into account the size of their intersections.
The second approach (PfBT-quad ) computes the intersection
of each posT
sible bigram and then selects the pairs that maximize |ti tj | without repetitions of terms.
As this algorithm is time consuming (O(n2 )), we run it considering only
sub-groups of lists that we estimate to fit in cache (according to their size).
This approach works as follows: given a cache of size B we pick a number of
lists from the base
P list (FxS, sorted in decreasing order) such that their total
size exceeds B ( |`i | > B) and compute PfBT-quad on this set to reduce the
number of combinations to work on. For example, 1GB cache holds roughly
1000 individual lists for a given collection. So, we compute the top-500 pairs
according to the size of their intersection (the bigger, the better) and then, if
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there is still remaining space, we fill it with pairs picked sequentially (using
the same criteria as in PfBT-seq).
The third approach (named PfBT-win) is a particular case of the previous
one that tries to maximize the space saving among a group of posting lists.
It sets a window of w terms (instead of all terms) selected from the base list
and computes the intersection of each possible pair. The intention behind this
approach is to bound the computational cost required to get the best candidate
term pairs. Finally, it selects the definitive term pairs using the same criterion
as before.
The last greedy approach we propose,Tis one that chooses the pairs of
terms that maximize the value wij = |`i `j | × f (ti , tj ), where f (ti , tj ) is
the frequency of the pair (ti , tj ) in the query log. This approach offers two
differences with regard to the previous ones: On one hand, it weights each pair
considering its historical frequency. On the other hand, it allows that some
terms may be repeated in different pairs (e.g. term t5 in line 3 of Fig. 2).
However, the redirection strategy in the implementation of the Integrated
Cache avoids the use of extra space in the memory. This last greedy approach
is named PfBT-greedy-sf.

5.2 Term Pairing as a Matching Problem
The fifth approach (PfBT-mwm-is) considers the term pairing as an optimization problem, reducing it to the Maximum Weighted Matching (MWM). We
formalize the problem as follows: Let G(T, E) be a graph with vertex set the
set T of terms and
T such that, for every
T ti , tj ∈ T , there is edge eij ∈ E exists
with weight |ti tj | if and only if |ti tj | ≥ 0. We cache the pairs of terms
corresponding to edges of the maximum weighted matching in G.
Following the same idea than before (PfBT-quad ), we compute the matching considering only sub-groups of lists that we estimate to fit in cache (according to their size), by picking a number of lists from
P the baseline (FxS)
whose total size exceeds the considered cache size B ( |`i | > B). Using this
strategy the matching is computed on a subset of a priori good lists (according to their FxS product). In our experiments we use the matching algorithm
proposed by Edmonds [Edmonds (1965)] for general graphs. This is an exact
algorithm that runs in O(n3 ) time; however the size of our graphs (thousands
of vertices) makes it computationally tractable. The algorithm is executed offline: the solution gives the set of pairs of terms that are used to populate the
static cache.
This approach is similar to that proposed in [Lam et al (2009)] but we
apply a slightly different weighting criteria. While in that work the weight eij
measures the benefit of pairing two terms (in number of bits) and considering
the encoding method used for representing
the lists, we directly define the
T
weight as the size of the intersection |ti tj |.
We also consider a variation of the previous MWM approach using the
same objective function as the PfBT-greedy-sf approach. That is, the weight
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T
0
of each edge of the graph is here wij
= |`i `j | × f (ti , tj ), where f (ti , tj ) is
the frequency of the pair (ti , tj ) in the query log. We name this last approach
PfBT-mwm-sf.

6 Experimental setup
We use Zettair3 to index the collections and to obtain real fetching times of
the posting lists. The size of the (compressed) index for the UK collection is
about 1.8 GB, which grows up to 23 GB for WB. Zettair compresses posting lists using a variable-byte scheme with a B+Tree structure to handle the
vocabulary.
As we mentioned before, the Integrated Cache reserves eight bytes for each
posting in the pure terms area (DocID and frequency use four bytes each) while
the intersection area requires twelve bytes because it stores the frequencies
of both terms (DocIDs and frequencies are stored separately). In this case,
we compress each part of the Integrated Cache in two steps using different
codecs: by one hand, DocIDs are compressed using the PForDelta codec while
frequencies are compressed using variable-byte encoding, as in Zettair. This
process requires to add pointers to the beginning of each compressed part to
allow the reconstruction of the original lists.
We use the cost estimation methodology introduced in [Feuerstein and
Tolosa (2013)] to evaluate the cost of solving a set of queries. In this experiments, we consider conjunctive (AND) queries. The cost of processing a query
in a node is modeled in terms of disk fetch and CPU times: Cq = Cdisk + Ccpu .
The first parameter, Cdisk , is calculated fetching all the terms from disk using Zettair (we retrieve the whole posting list and measure the corresponding
fetching time). To compute Ccpu we run a list intersection benchmark using
the well-known Zipper algorithm. It scans both lists as in a binary merging
operation to solve the intersection and runs in O(n + m) time. As we studied
the effects of DGap encoding and compression ratio in the Integrated Cache
we decided to use the mentioned algorithm because it harmonizes well with
the two techniques.
To validate this methodology we run a comparison against a real system
implemented on the top of the Zettair search engine, using a posting list cache
and a small sample of 100.000 queries. The results lead to differences around
2.5% on average between the simulation and the real system and the correlation is R2 = 0.9991 which we consider acceptable. The results are shown in
Figure 5.
We provide a simulation-based evaluation of the proposal using both document collections. The total amount of memory reserved for the cache ranges
from 100MB to 1GB for the UK data set, and from 100MB to 16GB for the
WB data set. A cache of 16 GB stores about 60% and 70% of the indexes respectively. For each query we log the total costs incurred using a static version
3

http://www.seg.rmit.edu.au/zettair/
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Fig. 5: Comparison between the simulation methodology and a real system

of the List Cache, filling it with the most valuable posting lists and the four
proposed methods to fill data using Integrated Cache; in both case we use the
FxS metric for comparison. We set w = 10 for the PfBT-win method.
It is important to note that we do not use the cache hit-ratio as an evaluation metric because of the intrinsic nature of the S4 strategy that prevents how
to establish the correct relationship between hits and misses, thus modeling
the accurate behaviour of the cache. Finally, we normalize the final costs with
respect to the highest one to get a clearer comparison.

7 Results
7.1 Integrated Cache with uncompressed data
We compared all approaches using the two document collections and the two
query sets. For the AOL-1 query set we test all the approaches against the
baseline, the standard posting list cache sorted according the FxS score. In
our setup, experimental evidence shows that FxS outperforms Qtf Df when
measuring cost (instead of hit-rate). All evaluated strategies outperform the
baseline and the best strategy is PfBT-mwm-sf. This improvements increase
up to 55% and 66% for the UK (Figure 6) and WB (Figure 7) collections,
respectively. The greedy method PfBT-greedy-sf performs efficiently for cache
sizes up to 4 GB (WB collection) with an average improvement close to 30%.
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Fig. 6: Performance of the different approaches using the the AOL-1 query set and the UK
collection: greedy methods (top) and MM-based (bottom).
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Fig. 7: Performance of the different approaches using the the AOL-1 query set and the WB
collection: greedy methods (top) and MM-based (bottom).
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We complement the analysis comparing average query times for the baseline method with respect to the greedy approach that obtains the peak performance improvement (PfBT-greedy-sf) and the best maching-based method
(PfBT-mwm-sf), using the WB collection and four cache sizes. Figure 8 shows
the results. The best method reduces both average query time and time dispersion in all cases, while the greedy method becomes efficient up to a cache
size 4GB and gets a worse performance for bigger ones, as shown in Figure 7.

Fig. 8: Average query times for baseline, best greedy and best matching-based methods
using the WB collection, the AOL-1 query log and four cache sizes.

In the same experiment, we analyze the impact of the Integrated Cache in a
separate way, that is, when requesting intersections or individual terms to the
cache. We found that 97% of cache hits corresponds to individual terms while
the remaining 3% corresponds to intersections. This is not surprising because
the algorithms used to select the pairs to populate the cache joins terms
that maximize the length of their intersection to optimize the cache memory
occupancy. However, 94% of the total cost saved due to cache hits corresponds
to individual terms while the remaining 6% is given by hits in intersections.
This is an interesting result that reinforces the idea that measuring only cache
hits do not necessarily reflects the impact of caching in the total cost savings.
So, the Integrated Cache not only offers the advantages of a traditional List
Cache, but adds extra savings working as an Intersection Cache, as well.
In a second experiment we used the dataset of unique queries (AOL-2) and
the best strategy obtained from the previous test (PfBT-mwm-sf ). Improve-
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ments range from 7% up to 22% for the UK collection. The behavior is again
different for the WB collection. For smaller cache sizes, the performance is
worse (or just slightly better) up to 1GB cache and it increases up to 30% in
the best case (16GB). This is because this collection has longer posting lists
and only a few are loaded in smaller caches. These results are shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9: Performance of the best approaches using the the AOL-2 query set for the UK
collection (top) and WB collection (bottom).
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7.2 Integrated Cache with compressed data
Compression techniques are used to reduce the size of each inverted list thus
enabling the possibility of storing more data in memory. For this reason we
evaluate the performance of our method when inverted lists are compressed.
In this case we compare the baseline method (FxS) against three methods
for selecting term pairs: the best greedy algorithm and the two MM-based
approaches.
In these experiments we used the WB collection which contains longer
posting lists than UK that may still require lots of space in the cache when
compressed. Figure 10 (top) shows the results for the AOL-1 query set. The
best strategy in this case becomes PfBT-mwm-sf with improvements up to
70% in the best case (cache sizes between 800 MB and 1GB). PfBT-greedy-sf
is also much better than the baseline but worse than PfBT-mwm-is for cache
sizes greater than 2 GB.
In the case of the second query set (AOL-2) the behaviour is different
(Figure 10, bottom). The best strategy is PfBT-mwm-is in all cases (up to 57%
better than the baseline). The second strategy PfBT-mwm-fs only outperforms
the baseline for cache sizes greater than 800 MB, while the PfBT-greedy-sf do
not perform well (on average).

7.3 Integrated Cache and Result Cache
To obtain a complete evaluation of the effectiveness of Integrated Cache we
consider another set of experiments in which the Integrated Cache is combined
with a Result Cache. For this reason we add a dynamic LRU-based Result
Cache to our simulation framework. LRU is a popular recency-based approach
that chooses the least recently used items for replacement when the cache is
full and works well in different domains.
In this experiments, we assume a Result Cache of limited size, contrasting
with the experiments that use the filtered AOL-2 query set that simulates a
cache of infinite size. We consider two cache sizes (250K and 500K) for the
experiments and compare the same strategies used in the previous section.
Figure 11 shows the results for cache sizes of 250K and 500K entries.
All the strategies outperform the baseline for the result cache of 250K
entries. Both new strategies that include the frequency of the pair in its objective function (PfBT-mwm-sf and PfBT-greedy-sf ) are the best on average
except for the last case (16GB of cache size) where the simplest approach gets
the better results. According to [Skobeltsyn et al (2008)], more sophisticated
strategies are better when the cache capacity is small, due to the optimized
space usage. However, when the cache capacity is big enough a simpler strategy is still useful because the hit rate of the result cache approaches to its
upper bound.
Although there are some differences in the remaining case (500K entries),
the results show that PfBT-mwm-sf and PfBT-greedy-sf are again the best
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Fig. 10: Performance of the different approaches using compressed data (WB collection)
for AOL-1 (top) and AOL-2 (bottom) query sets.

strategies. The best performance improvement is achieved with an Integrated
Cache of 4GB, achieving an improvement close to 70%. When considering all
the settings and cache sizes, PfBT-mwm-sf becomes the best strategy with
a performance improvement around 49% (averaged over the entire range of
cache sizes).
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Fig. 11: Performance of the different approaches using compressed data (WB collection)
and the AOL-1 query set, combined with a Result Cache of 250K entries (top) and 500K
entries (bottom).
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8 Conclusions and Future Work
We have proposed Integrated Cache a method to improve the performance of
a search system using the memory efficiently to store the lists of pairs of terms
based on a paired data structure along with a resolution strategy that takes
advantage of an intersection cache. We consider several heuristics to populate
the cache, including one based on casting the problem as a maximum weighted
matching one. We provide an evaluation of our architecture using two different
document collections and subsets of a real query log considering several scenarios. We also represent the data in cache in both raw and compressed forms
and evaluate the differences between them using different configurations of
cache sizes. Besides, we consider the existence of a Result Cache in the architecture of the search system that filters out a significant number of repeated
queries. The experimental results show that the proposed method outperforms
the standard posting lists cache in most of the cases, taking advantage not only
of the intersection cache but the query resolution strategy too.
Several interesting open problems remain. First, it would be interesting
to extend the approach by considering trigrams and other combinations of
terms. Besides, the evaluation of different compression encoders according to
the distribution of the DocIDs in the integrated representation is an issue
for future work. It would be interesting to model this problem analyzing the
space-time tradeoff. Another interesting open question concerns the design and
implementation of a dynamic version of this cache. Here, the admission and
eviction policies should contemplate not only the terms but also the pairs.
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